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     Inflation has yet to show signs of slowing with prices increasing 7.9% over the last year and
0.8% since January[i]. Largely due to ongoing supply chain issues, energy was a massive
contributor to the increases - and that was before the oil and gas prices shot up in early March!
Housing also continues to be a large contributor.
     In response to the inflation data, the Federal Reserve held its policy meeting last week and as
expected, lifted short-term rates by 0.25%. The next moves by the Fed will be murkier with some
voting members expecting six more increases over the remainder of 2022. Changing expectations
of what the Fed may do for the rest of the year can be a driving factor for market volatility and
has likely been a big contributor to the periods of volatility we have seen over the last several
months. 
     The labor market continues to be a bright spot in the economic landscape with an upside
surprise in February’s jobs report, showing 678,000 new jobs were added to the economy along
with upward revisions in December and January’s reports[iii]. The new jobs helped the
unemployment rate drop from 4.0% to 3.8%. This is an example of a data point that gives us
confidence the economy can handle increased interest rates over 2022.
  Finally, the invasion of Ukraine has caught the attention and condemnation of the world. The
speed of both the invasion, as well as the coordination of the global response, has been quicker
than most experts foresaw. The escalation of the crisis as well as escalating sanctions has caused
volatile energy prices with oil briefly rising above $120 per barrel early in the month[iv] before
coming back down to below $100 in mid-March. It’s worth noting that geopolitical conflicts alone
have not historically created sustained market volatility.
Bottom line:  Inflation and the Fed’s interest rate policy continue to capture the focus of the
market, and rightly so. While the Fed has kicked off its journey to lift interest rates off the floor, it
will take time to flow through the economy and the next few inflation reports could alter the
Fed’s pace and, perhaps more importantly, the market’s expectations for the rest of the year.
Click Here for the full monthly market commentary.
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    April is Financial Literacy Month, a great time to
learn more about budgeting and build financial
knowledge! Click here to read an article from
Thrivent Magazine Spring 2022 edition, "Steps to
better money habits."
      This featured article highlights real clients who
have used Thrivent's Money Canvas program.      
Money Canvas is a free one-on-one coaching
program offered by Thrivent to help people see
their money in a new way and build healthier
budgeting, spending, and saving habits. The
approachable personal finance guidance, through
three virtual sessions with a Money Guide, can
help participants build confidence and offer
practical actions they can take with their finances.
The program benefits anyone who manages a
personal or household budget and wants more
breathing room in their finances.
     Money Canvas is open to Thrivent clients and
non-clients of all ages and income levels. Sessions
are offered in English and Spanish and flexible
scheduling is available. Money Guides do not have
financial expertise, and they are not licensed or
authorized to sell products. They are trained on
cash flow management and have tools to
effectively coach participants on budgeting and
saving.
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    The PalomarWealth Team had the
privilege of volunteering at Sophia's
Kitchen recently. Sophia's Kitchen
prepares meals for one of the poorest zip
codes in America, 61605. They serve a
nutritious fresh meal to over 200
individuals daily. They also have a
weekly food pantry each Friday. You can
donate your time as a volunteer, funds to
support their mission, or food and
personal care items (full list here).  Check
out their website for more information!

PalomarWealth Gives Back

GIVING FEATURE:
SOPHIA'S KITCHEN

Our team has a heart for giving.
Beginning in May, we will feature a new
local charity each month on our
Facebook page! We will be collecting
donations in our Peoria office for that
organization. We invite you to learn
more about the selected organization and
pray for its mission. Follow our Facebook
page to learn more!
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